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NEW RECORD FOR TORINO AIRPORT IN MAY 2022
PASSENGER TRAFFIC SETS RECORD
AS THE BEST MAY EVER IN THE AIRPORT'S HISTORY
Traffic for the month stood at 378,367 passengers, marking a growth of +21%
over the figures for the same month of 2019 (pre-Covid).
Already announced 3 new flights for the upcoming winter season.

Caselle Torinese, June 8, 2022 – The month of May 2022 sets a new record for Torino Airport.
Passenger traffic recorded in the month just ended stands at 378,367 passengers and marks the record
as the best May ever in the history of Torino Airport. Volume growth is +21% over May 2019 figures,
when there were 313,028 passengers. Analyzing the progressive data from January to May 2022
(1,507,317 passengers), Torino Airport recovers nearly 90% of the traffic recorded in the same period
in 2019.
The May 2022 record highlights another important achievement: last month was in fact the second best
month ever in the Airport's history, second only to the traffic volumes of July 2017, when there were
388,502 passengers.
In terms of air movements, Torino Airport's performance in May 2022 was also very positive: with
3,882 movements, the month marks a +7.7 percent over May 2019; considering the period from January
to May 2022 (16,425 movements), the recovery over the figures for the same time frame in 2019 is
more than 87%.
The strong upswing in traffic in the past month has benefited from the many new connections that
kicked off with the Summer 2022 season (which began last March 27 and is valid until October 29,
2022): the wide choice of flights available to and from Turin at very advantageous prices allows
passengers an extended possibility of combining schedules and fares and increases connectivity in the
area as never before.
In fact, the expanded flight network, which now includes 61 destinations, 47 of which are international,
represents a growth opportunity for Turin and Piedmont, thanks to the possibility of moving new flows
of incoming tourists from previously unserved markets that can now be reached at competitive fares,
and influencing the success of the major events that have taken place in the past few weeks in the area:
from the Eurovision Song Contest to the Turin International Festival of Economics, the Book Fair and
the Champions League Women's Soccer Finals.
As of May 2022, there were 20 additional connections that were not operated in the same month 2019:
Agadir, Billund, Wroclaw, Budapest, Copenhagen, Krakow, Lanzarote, Malaga, Palma de Mallorca,
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Paris Beauvais, Pescara, Seville, Tel Aviv, and Trapani served by Ryanair; Athens, Lampedusa, and
Pantelleria served by Volotea; Gran Canaria served by Binter; Iasi served by WizzAir; and Paris Orly
served by Vueling.
The domestic destinations that drove growth in May 2022 were Catania, Naples, and Bari, while on the
international front the countries that recorded the most traffic were Spain Germany and Great Britain.
Traffic figures relating to the long weekend of June 2, Italian Republic Day, were also very encouraging:
between Wednesday, June 1 and Sunday, June 5, in fact, traffic at Torino Airport exceeded 65 thousand
passengers over the five days, with daily volumes of between 10 thousand and 14 thousand passengers
per day, handled mostly on international routes. Moreover, right at the beginning of June, the new
connection to Prague, in the Czech Republic, also kicked off, to be followed from June 17 by the new
flight to Zadar, in Croatia.
Torino Airport's flight network is continuously expanding. For the 2022/2023 winter season, 3 new
international connections operated by Ryanair have already been announced and opened for sales:
Stockholm, Sweden; Manchester, UK; and Vilnius, Lithuania.
The connection to/from Stockholm will operate from November 2, 2022, with two weekly frequencies
(Wednesday and Saturday); the flight to/from Manchester will operate from November 5, 2022, with
one weekly frequency (Saturday); finally, the route to/from Vilnius will operate from December 1,
2022, with two weekly frequencies (Thursday and Sunday).
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